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Good thoughts can come from anywhere, at any time. So can edit your best writing work. Keep your text handy, and ideas are easy to add, with these great writing, notes, and the idea of collecting apps for Android.For the downside of writer's mobile site scene apps, check out the best iOS writing apps. While writing in iOS may seem
troublesome, with faster fingers or a Bluetooth keyboard you... MoreSolidNote and mNoteG/O Media can get a commissionAmo saving, synchronized everywhere service Simplenote has become the basis of thinking Lifehacker, and for good reason. It's available almost everywhere, it's reduced to ultimate simplicity, and it constantly saves
you work, so you don't have to. This is what Adam calls the Holy Grail of ubiquitous text capture. Two Android customers provide the best Simplenote experience. This author prefers the paid ($2.37-ish) SolidNote, but only because of the slight polish on the controls and seemingly less lag during input. mNote, a free alternative, does just
as well as work just by displaying and saving your Simplenote stuff, and maybe you won't experience the same lag. Despite all the cool performance modern technology was born, the holy grail for me... Read moreSolidNote (AppBrain)mNote (AppBrain)Thinking SpaceSome Writers how to get on the page early and often, knocking out a
very rough first project and then edit it over and over again. Others have ideas that they should outline, even if only the most elementary forms. For the latest crew, there's Thinking Space, a mind-mapping app for Android that makes it easy to piece together disparate ideas and pull them out later in handy form-image files, via email,
however you need them. Thinking Space for Android AppBrainAK NotepadIf Simplenote synchronization is not your thing, and if you're a fan of the yellow-legal-style iPhone Notes app, the AK Notepad is probably exactly what you need. It's a simple client note, but it also allows those notes to work in and around your phone. Set reminders
to note to ping you later, pin a specific note to your Android home screen, tag notes for search, and back them up on an SD card or Catch.com, the creator of another app on that list. AK Notepad (AppBrain)Evernote and Springpad Than words can enter into a piece of text. Images dictated by notes, web links, and more can be pieces of
the puzzle. Evernote is a more established universal capture tool that syncs with almost every available computing platform, and its Android client has just undergone an overhaul, making it a very viable tool. But we also dug like Springpad while Evernote is still getting its Android foundation, providing a nicely different alternative. Both
tools are free, and make your Android smartphone into a kind of secretary that follows you everywhere, waiting to hear your last thoughts that End up inside work.iPhone/Android: Springpad's previously mentioned web service is a great web laptop and... Read more often All-Ins appBrainSpringpad AppBrainDroidRoomIfiesif you're a fan of
WriteRoom, Dark Room, or similar green terminal-text-on-blank-black writing tools, DroidRoom continues to experience on Android. Deprived and simple by nature, it downloads and saves simple text files from the SD card, goes completely full screen while you write (notice bar hidden and all), and offers text and background settings. This
$1 in Market.DroidRoom (AppBrain)ColorNote Sticky Notes are not a performance tool. When you see them stacked on a monitor, it's discouraging. But on a smartphone screen? They can be a simple reminder. Insert your quick thoughts somewhere noticeable with ColorNote-right under your Twitter client link, maybe? - And you hopefully
remember that first draft is due, by email, that person with a question, or whatever else you need to get your words done. ColorNote (AppBrain) We really appreciate your help (via Twitter) in culling together this list. If you have additional app recommendations that make it easier to write, brainstorm, and other type-y tasks on Android, tell
us about them in the comments. Audiobooks are all the rage right now. You can listen to books almost all the time, both while driving or working. They give audiobooks an advantage over regular reading, which is why audiobooks are popular. There are a number of platforms, apps and services to choose from as well and many major e-
book platforms include audiobooks supporting the native now. Here are the best audiobook apps for Android! Amazon KindleAudibleAudiobooks.comGoogle Play BooksKobo BooksLibriVox Audio BooksMediaMonkeyOverScribdSmart Audiobook Player Price: Free /Book Prices Vary / $9.99 per monthAmazon Kindle is the world's most
popular e-book platform and has native audiobook support. However, Amazon also owns Audible so most of the kindle audiobook experience links with Audible. Either way, you kind of get the best of both worlds with this. There are millions of audiobooks and millions of regular books as well. Alternatively, you can subscribe to Kindle
Unlimited for unlimited access to a million or so regular and audiobook titles for $9.99 per month. It's a great platform for audiobook enthusiasts. AudiblePrice: Free/Book prices vary / $9.99 per monthAudible is the world's most popular audiobook platform. Amazon owns it, so you know the choice is good. Alternatively, you can buy
audiobooks yourself or subscribe to some free books and discounts on others. It's a pretty unique business model and you can go the way you want to go. The app works quite well on mobile and it's easy enough to listen elsewhere as well. The overall experience is actually very simple. You log in, you start buying books, books, then
listen to them as you normally would. We have very few complaints, although updates can sometimes cause some bugs.Audiobooks.comPrice: Free/Book prices vary/$14.95 per monthAudiobooks.com rivals Audible as one of the big dogs in the audiobook space applications. It works very similarly. You can sign up and just buy a book or
you can subscribe, get some books for free ever a month, and get discounts on others. It boasts a fairly large collection of audiobooks along with over 700,000 podcasts for a surprisingly engaging 2-in-1 experience. It also supports downloads for offline listening along with variable play speed control. It's a solid generic option, even if, like
Audible, it's a bit expensive. Google Play BooksPrice: Free/Book Prices varyGoogle Play Books has only recently added audiobooks to its impressive feature list. However, it's a great platform for regular reading and audiobook listening. It boasts tons of audiobooks as well as regular books. In addition, Google Play uses a super base
model. You just buy a book and it's yours to read or listen to without subscription options. The app also allows you to view audiobooks before you buy, and it works multiplatform with iOS and the Internet (Windows, Linux, Mac). You also get autonomous support and night mode if you need it. Kobo BooksPrice: Free/Book Prices Vary By
Kobo Books, along with Google Play Books and Barnes Noble's Nook, is one of Amazon's biggest competitors. The app works just like the Amazon Kindle app. You can buy and download regular books as well as audiobooks. The focus is on regular books, but the audiobook thing is getting more and more attention. The app itself has a
few bugs here and there, but it's a decent overall alternative to Amazon and Google. LibriVox Audio BooksPrice: Free/$1.99LibriVox Audio Books is a small but decent audiobook platform. It boasts a collection of 24,000 free audiobooks. Admittedly, it's not the biggest collection, but the fact that they're all free makes it a great place to
score some cheap entertainment. You can search around, find the books you want, and download them for offline use. The app also has a sleep timer, bookmark feature, so you never lose your seat, and support For Chromecast as well as Android Auto. It ticks all the boxes for a good audiobook app and it costs nothing. There are ads in
the free version though, and you can pay to get rid of them if you really want to. MediaMonkeyPrice: Free / $2.49MediaMonkey is an outstanding music player with the ability to play other kinds of media. You can video content, listen to podcasts and listen to audiobooks. This is not an audiobook platform like Kobo or Amazon, so you can't
buy or download audiobooks with this app. However, you can listen to audiobooks that you have already downloaded. The app includes support support Auto and includes some decent playback controls. The user interface is also fairly easy to use and the premium version is not expensive. OverDrivePrice: FreeOverDrive is a great idea
for anyone who wants audiobooks on a budget. It is a media platform that allows you to rent different media from your local library over the Internet. It has some good advantages for the old school library. It's available 24/7, you can make it from home and it's worthless. It also finally allows you to use that library card you haven't used for
years. It only works with participating libraries, and you need a valid library card, but it's a great source of audiobooks. In addition, the same developer has Libby, an app that removes most of the other content and leaves only audiobooks and e-books. ScribdPrice: Free/$8.99 per monthScribd is an e-book and audiobook platform with
some decent upside. Its subscription cost is lower than that of most competitors and you get more bang for a dollar. It also boasts a collection of more than one million items along with a reasonable number of playback controls such as a sleep timer. You'll also get the usual stuff like offline download support. Many of its features for its e-
book side things, but audiobook stuff works great. Like Kobo, this is a decent alternative to Kindle and Google Play Books.Smart AudioBook PlayerPrice: Free/$4.99Smart Audiobook Player is very similar to MediaMonkey except for this audiobook only. You have to provide your own audiobook files, but this app takes care of the rest. The
app has variable playback controls, Chromecast support and progress savings so as not to lose your seat. In addition, we really enjoy being able to fill out detailed information about the book on the Internet such as cover and other information. The premium version adds some extra features such as the equalizer, but the free version
works pretty well as a last resort. If we missed any great audiobooks of Android apps, tell us about them in the comments! You can also click here to check out our latest Android app and game lists! Lists! free audiobook app for android tablet
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